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By Mike Wright
E1 Editor Notes: It’s time to cut out the middleman and
get down to business faster in P986116—also know as
Work with Submitted Jobs. In this article, Mike shares
how to create an application that bypasses the “pick
server” prompt screen that appears each time you run
Work with Submitted Jobs. Put this custom application
on your menus, and your users will be automatically
directed to the correct server for their job.
When you run P986116 (often
referred to as Work with Servers or
Work with Submitted Jobs), you’ll
come across a screen that forces you
to select a server. If you have users
who get their submitted jobs from
only one server, this can become
confusing as they then have to
decide which server to choose. Even
if only one server is listed, it’s still
another screen to click through to
run a job. In this article, I’ll show
you how to create an application
that provides users with a shortcut to Work with Submitted Jobs
and bypasses that selection screen
altogether, eliminating both confusion as to what server to select and a
repetitive step in the process.

The data item you’ll use for the data source is DATP;
it’s a string size 30 that is commonly used for data
source names in the system.
Once you have the processing option template created,
create a new application to use this template. You will
want to create this application from scratch and not
use a copy. I created P5598611 for this part; you can
name the template whatever you like. Remember to use
system codes 55 through 59 for your application.

Let’s go through the steps to set up a
front end application that will take
the user directly to the submitted
job application, without having to
choose a server. This is similar to
form exits found in some applications that have made it faster for
users to navigate to a different function. In this case though, you will be
able to put this new application on
your menus in place of P986116.
The first thing we need to do is create a new processing option template; in this example, we’ll name
it T5598611. Figure 1 shows an
example of the PO template.
Figure 1: PO Template T5598611
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For this application, you just
need to have a Find/Browse
form. Figure 2 shows the
application Form Design
Aid.
I attached V98611A and put
some business view fields on
the form. Keep in mind that
this form will never be seen;
therefore, you won’t need
to spend time working on
its appearance. Attach the
processing option template
you created earlier to this
application: Application.‡
Select Processing Options.
The real key to all of this
is the Event Rules for this
form. In the “Dialog is Initialized” event, I added the
code shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: P5598611 Form

Business function B9861101
plays a key role in this
process. If you look in your
OCM mappings, F986110 is
mapped to the system data
source, but the real location
of submitted jobs is found
in your server map for the
specific server on which you
ran the job. This business
function performs the data
source override for this table.
The first call you want to
pass in is the data source
Figure 3: Application: Work with Server Shortcut (P5598611
found in your processing
options. You can create a
version for every server on which you want people to be
After the business function is called, interconnect
able to view jobs and change each processing option to
the form to P986110B, the submitted job applicamatch that specific server.
tion. Again, you will pass in the server name from the
processing option template. When it returns from that
You can create a version for every application, run the data source override again, sending a blank for the data source; this removes the overserver on which you want people ride. Execute the Close button to close out this front
end application; this way the user never actually sees
this custom application. It’s simply a front end that you
to be able to view jobs and
use to control which server map to use.

change each processing option to
match that specific server.
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